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Introduction

Who Am I? Who Are You?

All Librarians are Secret Masters of Severe Magic. [It] goes with the territory.

—Catherynne M. Valente

It was a cold December night in Illinois. Snow flurries swirled around the parking lot outside the homeless shelter (a large brick building that used to be a municipal incinerator) in mini-cyclones.

Inside, the shelter was relatively quiet. At 10:30 p.m., most of the residents had gone to bed in order to get a restless night of sleep before getting up early for work.

I was twenty-one years old. I had been working in the shelter for a week and this was my first shift “flying solo.” My training had consisted of “Here are your keys. There is the bathroom. Try to do what the other staff do.” The brevity of training was spectacularly effective at weeding out people who didn’t belong (and some who did).

The night had been a little crazy (I still didn’t know what I was doing), but everyone had survived. By 10:30, things had finally calmed down enough that I could get dinner. I went back to the industrial kitchen and got a tray of food—pulled pork sandwich, peas, and a Styrofoam cup of cherry Kool-Aid. I ate standing up so I could watch the room.

A short gentleman with a scraggly mustache approached me agitated, and a bit defiant. I squared my body off at him and straightened my shoulders to show him I was not intimidated. He got loud, but I was able to match his volume every time he got louder. He was rude with me, but I was rude back, lest he think he could get his way through bullying. I was determined not to be perceived as weak and to “teach him a thing or two.”

Just as a pot of water eventually boils over when enough heat is applied, the small man with the scraggly mustache exploded. He lunged at me. His open palm came up, making contact with my tray of food. Like a sprinter coming out of the
blocks, the tray exploded upwards. The cherry Kool-Aid splattered to my right in big red droplets and the peas went left as if ejected from a shotgun. The pulled pork sandwich went straight up.

The pulled pork separated from its bun and then came back down, landing on the top of my head with a noise that was somewhere between a “splat” and a “shpwhack.” Satisfied with the outcome, the small man with the scraggly mustache stormed past me and out the door.

I was stunned by what had happened, standing dumb and mute. A 400-pound African American man called “Big Ride” strolled over casually and started to pick pulled pork out of my hair. I asked him what had happened. Big Ride broke into a big friendly grin and said, “Welcome to Hesed House.”

***

Who I Am and What I Believe

This book comes out my life’s work of caring for homeless families and individuals. I started volunteering at my local homeless shelter—Hesed House—when I was thirteen years old. It just felt right to be there. I continued volunteering in junior high, high school, and then in college. In my senior year of college—when I was twenty-one years old—I got a part-time job in that shelter. I worked there through graduate school and law school. After I took the bar exam (and passed!), I became executive director of Hesed House.

In the last two decades, I have met tens of thousands of homeless individuals. I have talked to individuals on the day they became homeless and the day they moved into their own apartments. I have sat with women who had just returned to the shelter after being raped. I have laughed with some homeless individuals and cried with others. I have broken up more fights than I can count and had a knife pulled on me (only once, thankfully).

This book comes out of that experience, but it is also philosophically rooted in what I believe in the deepest—most intimate—parts of my soul. Consequently, it is worth quickly sharing those beliefs:

1. I believe that every human being is worthy of basic human dignity (without exception).
2. I believe that people are basically good, and—when treated with respect and care—most people most of the time will respond in kind.
3. I believe that compassion and empathy are not weakness. In fact, compassion and empathy are the most powerful tools for creating a more just world.
4. I believe that compassion and empathy are not enough. We also need skills and practice to make compassion as effective as it can be. We need “practical compassion” in order to change the world.

While this book is about all four of these beliefs, it really focuses on belief number 4. I have spent the entirety of my career learning—and teaching—the art of “practical compassion.” It really is the key to changing the world. If we have compassion for the most vulnerable, but we are too afraid of them to have a conversation with them, our compassion isn’t worth much. The revolution is in the relationship. Sometimes, though, the relationship requires a little effort and understanding, and a few practical skills. The essence of this book is a specific practical skill: “empathy-driven enforcement.”

Empathy-driven enforcement is a system for getting people to follow your rules without having to threaten them with punishment. It is in contrast to the typical “punishment-driven enforcement” approach that is the dominant model in most places. In fact, punishment-driven enforcement is so prevalent that we often mistakenly believe that our only other option is to not enforce the rules. Many staff—thinking they have no other choice—feel like they have to choose between compassion and enforcing the rules. They don’t. There is another way!

Empathy-driven enforcement leverages research in psychology, neuroscience, and social science to obtain voluntary compliance with the rules. It is substantially more effective than punishment-driven enforcement. Libraries that have switched to using empathy-driven enforcement report that

- Problems with homeless patrons are reduced by 80 percent
- Staff are happier and more confident
- Non-homeless patrons feel safer
- Homeless patrons feel more welcome and dignified

Empathy-driven enforcement is not a panacea for all of your woes. It won’t help you pass that referendum for additional tax revenue (though it will help people feel safer in your libraries, which can’t hurt your ballot initiative). It is a very effective system, though, for reducing problems with homeless patrons while still fulfilling your library’s mission of serving the whole community.

What Problems Do You Face?

I have spoken to library groups all around the country. I begin every training by asking the attendees what problems they face with homeless patrons. I always get different versions of the same answers:
1. Sleeping/snoring in the library
2. Strong odor
3. Bringing in multiple bags
4. Drunk or high
5. Monopolizing space
6. Arguing with staff
7. Arguing with each other
8. Bathing in the bathroom
9. Panhandling
10. Taking shoes off
11. Bringing in pets
12. Sitting, but not reading
13. Talking to self
14. Pacing

A Quick Note about Language

Throughout this book, I will refer to “homeless individuals” and “homeless people.” This violates the principles of people-first language, which say that instead we should say “people experiencing homelessness.”

I am sympathetic to the idea that language shapes our perception of others. In fact, I was trained to never say “the homeless” (which removes “people” entirely).

I have chosen not to use the term “people experiencing homelessness” for three reasons:

1. It is a very cumbersome phrase. Given the number of times I need to refer to “people experiencing homelessness” in this book, it would be nearly unreadable if I used the preferable language.
2. I have been doing this as my full-time profession for a long time and I simply have been unable to retrain my brain away from phrases I have said hundreds of thousands of times. Please forgive this old dog who is unable to learn a new trick.
3. Homeless people don’t care how they are referred to (at least not the tens of thousands I have talked to). If it isn’t their crusade, I’m not going to make it mine. Language does matter, but we cannot allow “right words” to be a substitute for “right actions.” Instead of focusing on how we describe homeless people, I’m going to save my energy for what truly does matter to them: being treated with basic human dignity.

If you disagree with my choice, I still totally respect you. I would ask the same.
Does this list sound familiar? You’re not alone. Libraries all around the country (around the world, actually) are trying to come to terms with what it means to be “public” in an era of widespread homelessness. In this book, we will go over how to handle these predicaments you face.

Is This Book for You?

Are you the type of person who wants to serve every member of your community, even those who have been cast aside?

This book might be for you.

Do you sometimes get frustrated when homeless patrons break the rules and cause trouble?

This book might be for you.

Do you wish your library had a system for creating a calm, safe library that did not require you to kick people out?

This book is definitely for you.

What You Will Learn in This Book

It took me two decades to learn the art and science of empathy-driven enforcement. This book is the distillation of what I have learned, of making a lot of mistakes along the way and doing a lot of research.

- In part I, you will learn some deep (and non-obvious) lessons about homelessness, as well as the science behind empathy.
- In part II, you will learn specific tools of empathy-driven enforcement.
- In part III, you will learn how to handle particular predicaments, like sleeping patrons or how to deal with individuals struggling with mental illness.
- In part IV, you will learn how to lead your team in empathy-driven enforcement and how your library can best assist your homeless patrons.

Grab a cup of coffee. Kick up your feet. Clean your glasses. It is time to learn some cool stuff that just happens to be dang practical!

Note

Part I

Homelessness and Empathy
Top Ten Homeless Myths

I could no longer pull wands, potions, and light sabers out of books, but when it came to research, give me a well-stocked library and I was a goddamned Merlin.

—Jim C. Hines

Everyone sat around the donated conference room table—oblong and scratched—waiting for me to speak first. There were six of “them” and me.

There was the older white woman—with long, stringy grey hair—her body too thin for her bone structure. The wire-frame cart she pulled was tidier than most, but the contents—plastic bags and yellowed tabloid magazines mostly—retained the appearance of a stereotypical bag lady. Since college, she had always drank a little too much, but in the way that makes middle-class women likable at dinner parties. But then her son died. He was two. He would have been in his mid-thirties now. For three decades she had filled a toddler-sized hole in her soul with vodka, mostly from 50-milliliter plastic single-serving bottles like the airlines serve (“nips” some people call them, or “miniatures”).

There was the large black man who laughed most of the day—every day—with a booming laugh that made everyone smile upon hearing its impact. The shelter volunteers loved him because gratitude is an art and he was a master artist, able to paint over the awkwardness one feels while serving another who cannot repay the kindness. He called me “Ryan’s Hope,” after some defunct soap opera that I’ve never seen. He had been shot once—in the shoulder, he showed me the wound—walking home from work at the factory (apparently the teenage boy a few yards behind him was wearing the wrong colors for that part of town). For work, he had done just about everything: landscaping, retail, McDonald’s, shoveling snow—but his real passion was fixing cars (“My pappy taught me to take an engine apart and put it back together again”).

There was the eighteen-year-old white girl with pink hair and fresh tattoos, barely old enough to live in a shelter without a parent. Had she arrived a few months earlier we would have had to call the Department of Children and Family
Services to come get her. But a few months ago—when she was still legally a child—she was living in a crack house—the only place that would take her. She left after the second time she was raped, wishing she had left after the first time. A few months before that, her parents had given her two hours to pack her stuff. Women aren’t supposed to love women, not in that way, and her parents were not about to allow an abomination in their house. She was very pretty—which is a significant handicap when you are trying not to be noticed by certain types of men.

There was the middle-aged man with the middle-sized midsection. His grey goatee was always neatly trimmed and he ironed everything before he wore it. He seemed like a straight-shooter—as the expression goes—but one day he told me that he had been a Secret Service agent assigned to the presidential detail in the 1990s. He didn’t seem to be a liar or mentally ill. He reached into his back pocket and pulled out an old photograph. In the center of the picture was Bill Clinton looking vibrant and strong and confident (before Monica, obviously). Standing slightly to one side and back a few feet was a younger version of the man in front of me. He was wearing a black suit, a starched white shirt, and a dark, unspectacular tie. His face was completely blank and his gaze was wide and over the crowd, with an earpiece just like in the movies. I never did find out for sure what precipitated his remarkable tumble from presidential escort to homeless shelter resident, but based on a few cryptic comments he made over the months, I suspected it had something to do with a woman.

There was the heavy woman with one large breast. The surgeon had tricked her and cut off the other for absolutely no medical reason, though the medical exam board dismissed her complaint quickly (“the whole medical profession is corrupt”). She never did find out why he had taken half her womanhood, but she was pretty sure that J. K. Rowling was behind it. Ever since that bitch had stolen her manuscripts about the young wizard, she had been persecuted by strangers who had no other obvious reason to hurt her. She liked me, though, because I hadn’t taken it personally when she wrote the Board of Directors a letter, warning them that I was using the shelter to embezzle drug money that I kept buried on an island in the river. I—apparently—was more forgiving than her family, who had long ago tired of her delusions.

There was the “sometimes single” father, who looked a little like a young Michael Jackson, but much smaller and not as handsome. His smile was slight, but genuine, and the crow’s feet around his eyes were honestly earned. His wife would appear occasionally and then disappear for weeks at a time. He had the particularly tragic curse of loving a woman who was indifferent to both his affection and the weight of the burden he carried trying to be a good father to two young boys in a large homeless shelter. I liked him.
This motley crew was a focus group I was leading in our homeless shelter. We needed to pick a new legislative advocacy goal for the volunteers and we wanted the opinion of the residents.

I had prepared a list of issues for them to pick from:

1. Mental health services
2. Police harassment
3. Affordable housing
4. Sexual assault
5. Health care

I quickly lost control of the conversation, though. There was one injustice that they kept coming back to, no matter how often I tried to talk about my list of topics.

They wanted library cards.

I didn’t really understand. Were they not allowed in the library? No, they were allowed in the library. Were they not able to use the computers for job searches? No, they were able to use the computers. Why were library cards so important, then?

The woman with one breast and a grudge against J. K. Rowling looked at me like I was crazy. “Because,” she said slowly, as if she was talking to a toddler, “without a library card you cannot check out books.”

“It’s like this, Ryan,” the single father who looked like Michael Jackson said. “I was born in this town. I have lived here my whole life, but I can’t get a library card. Some guy who just moved to town yesterday can get a card, but I can’t. I mean, did I stop being a member of this community when I got evicted?”

The room was silent as everyone nodded along.

And for the first time in my life, I fully understood libraries. Libraries are at the center of community in a way that no other modern institution is. Libraries are indifferent to race, creed, color, religion, political affiliation, or socioeconomic status. A library card is one of the few attributes that fully defines who is a member of the community. Every single inhabitant in your community can use the library.

Except sometimes homeless people.

Note: I am happy to report that the local library did change its policies, allowing homeless individuals to get cards and check out books.
Ten (Plus One) Homeless Myths

There are a lot of myths out there about homeless people. I’m not going to try to dispel all of them. But I do want to address some of the ones that affect how your library works with homeless patrons:

- Myth 1: People are homeless for a long time.
- Myth 2: Most homeless people are mentally ill.
- Myth 3: Most homeless people are addicts.
- Myth 4: Most homeless people are unemployed.
- Myth 5: Most homeless people are old men with long beards.
- Myth 6: Most homeless people are stupid and/or uneducated.
- Myth 7: Homelessness can happen to anyone.
- Myth 8: Homeless people know they are homeless.
- Myth 9: Homeless people like libraries because libraries are warm and dry.
- Myth 10: Homeless people are nothing like you and me.
- Bonus Myth: Homeless people are just like you and me.

Myth 1: People Are Homeless for a Long Time

There are multiple “types” of homelessness. Experts disagree on exactly how many types there are—and exactly what to call them—so I will simplify it. For our purposes, there are three types:

- **Short-Term.** Individuals experiencing short-term homelessness aren’t homeless for very long. At Hesed House, 50 percent of the people who come to our shelter are out again within two weeks. They typically have no major issues. Some sort of financial crisis bumped them out of housing and they scramble quickly to get back in.

- **Medium-Term.** Individuals experiencing medium-term homelessness are homeless for up to one year. This subgroup typically has one—but only one—major issue (e.g., mental illness, substance abuse, health problems, legal problems, etc.). It takes about a year to work through a major life challenge. This subgroup accounts for 42 percent of the residents at Hesed House.

- **Chronic.** Individuals experiencing chronic homelessness are homeless for more than one year (and often much more). This subgroup has multiple major issues (e.g., mental illness and substance abuse and health problems and legal problems, etc.). It can take years (or forever) to work through multiple serious life challenges. This

---
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subgroup comprises 8 percent of the residents at Hesed House in any given year. The federal government estimates that the chronically homeless account for 10 percent of all homeless people nationally.

When most people—including librarians—talk about homeless individuals, they are actually talking about chronically homeless individuals. Most homeless individuals simply don’t fit our stereotypes: long beards, dirty clothing, talking to themselves, panhandling. In fact, I guarantee you that you see homeless individuals all the time and have absolutely no idea that they are homeless. They simply don’t “look homeless.” We had a guy at our shelter who ironed his clothing every night so he could go to work the next day as a paralegal at one of the biggest law firms in Chicago. I’m sure that no one outside of the shelter ever realized he was homeless.

The chronically homeless (8–10 percent of the total homeless population) are much more likely to fit the stereotypes we have about homelessness. They often struggle with mental illness and addiction, which can really take a toll on a person’s physical appearance over time.

When library staff express concern over their homeless patrons, what they usually really mean is that they are having problems with their chronically homeless patrons. Consequently, this book is intended primarily to help you have more confidence in working with your chronically homeless patrons.

**Myth 2: Most Homeless People Are Mentally Ill**

National estimates are that about 20–25 percent of homeless individuals struggle with mental illness. Yes, that is much higher than the general population (6 percent), but it is hardly “most.”

What is worth noting, though, is that—in my opinion—mental illness, and particularly severe mental illness—is increasing. As governments continue to cut funding from the public mental health system, more and more individuals with mental health needs are left to fend for themselves. This has had a profound impact on shelters around the country (and libraries, too). The hardest part for shelters and libraries is not so much the breadth of mental illness, but the depth. A patron with paranoid schizophrenia can be a very difficult challenge for unequipped staff.

For a slightly deeper dive into mental illness, turn to chapter 10.

**Myth 3: Most Homeless People Are Addicts**

National estimates are that 38 percent of homeless individuals struggle with alcohol abuse and 26 percent struggle with other drugs. Note: Many people struggle with both, so you can’t add them up to get the “total” addiction rate. Yes, that
is higher than the general population (6.6 percent for alcohol and 9 percent for drugs).\textsuperscript{4} No, that is hardly “most” homeless people being addicted.

As Forrest Gump would say, “And that is all I have to say about that.” Actually, that’s not true. I’ll say a lot more in chapter 11.

**Myth 4: Most Homeless People Are Unemployed**

This myth becomes less true every year. I have worked in homelessness since 1999, and every year a larger and larger percentage of our residents are employed. While a few decades ago the majority of homeless individuals were unemployed, an increasingly large percentage are now “underemployed.”

At Hesed House, about 50 percent of our residents head off to a job in the morning. The reason is simple: wages have remained relatively stagnant for the last several decades while housing prices have increased dramatically. Since 1960, wages have increased (adjusting for inflation) by only about 20 percent, whereas rental prices have increased by 60 percent during the same time period (adjusted for inflation).\textsuperscript{5}

You might be thinking that the Great Recession helped by pushing down housing prices. You would be wrong, though. While the Great Recession decimated home values, it actually increased rental prices in most communities. After people’s homes were foreclosed on, they joined the rental market, thereby increasing demand (and raising prices).

**Myth 5: Most Homeless People Are Old Men with Long Beards**

We all have an image in our mind of what a homeless person looks like. He is male. He is middle-aged or older. He has a long, untrimmed beard. Yes, some homeless people do fit this stereotype, but not most.

The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) requires communities to do periodic “point in time” counts. We count everyone in the shelter, and then we run around in the dark at night trying to find people living under bridges and in abandoned buildings. It is a heck of a lot of fun! (No, seriously, it actually is.) Anyhow, in 2016 (the most recent year with available data) on a single night there were 549,928 homeless individuals in the United States.\textsuperscript{6} This includes some startling statistics:

- 22 percent were children
- 40 percent were women
- 35 percent were part of a family

Every year, women and children become a larger percentage of the homeless population. The first time Hesed House had a child in the shelter for a single night, it was on the front page of the newspaper. Now we average 40 children per night
(and have had as many as 80). Similarly, we used to have a small room for women and children. We have steadily increased room for women and children. Soon we will be creating a second shelter for families, just to handle their numbers.

**Myth 6: Most Homeless People Are Stupid and/or Uneducated**

Many people mistakenly believe that homeless individuals are stupid or uneducated. It just isn’t true. A few years ago, I was eating at the shelter—meat loaf, if you were wondering—when the guy across the table started telling me all about the Brazilian economy during the 1980s. When he was done, I asked him how he knew so much about such an obscure topic. “I did my master’s thesis on it,” he replied. Apparently, he had a master’s degree from Georgetown University. That was before the voices started to tell him to focus his efforts elsewhere.

I once did an informal poll of residents at Hesed House about their educational level. While some had not graduated high school, many had college degrees, a few had master’s degrees (one guy had two), and one woman had a medical degree (I looked her up… she had—in fact—been a doctor).

When you talk to homeless patrons as if they are stupid and uneducated, they feel like you are being disrespectful. Do you know why? Because you *are* being disrespectful. People who feel disrespected are unpredictable (which is bad for you).

**Myth 7: Homelessness Can Happen to Anyone**

Homelessness can happen to anyone. *Wrong.*

We’re all just one paycheck away from homelessness. *Not true.*

Both of these statements (incorrectly) assume that homelessness is just extreme poverty. Yes, homelessness is an extreme form of poverty, but it is not *just* the most extreme version of poverty. Homelessness is a very unique (and, fortunately, relatively rare) form of poverty.

Imagine that your landlord or mortgage company showed up at your door today with the sheriff demanding that you leave your house immediately. Would you go to a homeless shelter? Would you sleep in your car? Would you sleep outside or in an abandoned building? Probably not. You would most likely go stay with a relative or friend. In fact, take a second and make a quick mental list of people who would let you stay in a spare bedroom or on a couch. I can think of over twenty people that I know—for certain—would let me stay with them. I suspect that with a little begging, there are probably fifty different people who would let my family stay with them temporarily.

Money is not the only resource that matters. Relationships are a resource too. You don’t need money if you have friends or family willing to help. Conversely, you don’t need friends or family if you have money (at least not for survival).
When I was still in college, my girlfriend became pregnant. I was able to finish
college and go to law school because my parents allowed me, my girlfriend, and
our son to live in their finished basement for five years. Had I not had parents
with the resources (and willingness) to help us, the trajectory of my life would
have been very different. Spoiler alert: that college girlfriend is now my wife!

As I said, homelessness is a very particular type of poverty. It is a poverty
of both money and relationships. Most people who are poor will never be home-
less because they have friends or family who will prevent that. In 2015, the U.S.
Census Bureau reported that 43.1 million Americans were living below the pov-
erty line. During the “point in time count” for 2015, HUD reported there were
564,708 homeless individuals. In other words, only 1.31 percent of individuals
who were poor were also homeless. Homelessness is relatively rare—even among
individuals below the poverty line—because most people have sufficient rela-
tionships to give them shelter.

The only people who live outside or in a shelter are those who don’t have
sufficient relationship resources. There can be many reasons for this. Some peo-
ple simply don’t have family (e.g., foster kids). Some people have family, but
that family is living on the edge already (e.g., in public housing, and they will be
evicted if they take more people in). Others have family, but they have burned
those bridges because of addiction or mental illness.

Unfortunately, as society changes to be more individualistic, families feel less
and less responsibility for one another. The result is homelessness.

**Myth 8: Homeless People Know They Are Homeless**

I guess, “technically,” most homeless people know they are homeless. They just
don’t think of themselves in that way.

Think about it this way: What are the labels you use to define yourself? What
aspects of you make up your self-identity? If you are like most people, you prob-
ably define yourself around four dimensions:

- **Profession**—Librarian, security guard, and so on.
- **Relationships**—Mother, sister, brother, husband, and so on.
- **Hobbies**—Reader, fisherman, and so on.
- **Physical traits**—Tall, Asian, athletic, and so on.

Where does your housing status fit into your identity? If you meet someone at
a party, do you say, “Hi, I’m Ryan. I live in a duplex with two bedrooms and two
baths?” Of course not. That would be absurd. People don’t use their housing as
a key element of their identity. Guess what? Homeless individuals don’t either.
They don’t introduce themselves as, “Hi, I’m Gary. I’m homeless.” They don’t
even think about themselves as “homeless.” It simply isn’t an element of their self-identity. It is only non-homeless people who think in these terms.

Remember this when you are interacting with homeless individuals. If you see someone as a one-dimensional “homeless guy” and he sees himself as an “out-of-work mechanic with two children and a passion for old Ford Mustangs,” you two will have a hard time truly communicating.

I once went to the funeral of a thirty-year-old man who had lived in our shelter. I had only known him in the context of his homelessness. In fact, I had never even spoken to him anywhere but at the shelter. At his funeral, the family had lots of pictures of him around the room on cork boards. It turned out that this “homeless guy” was a Chicago Cubs fan who loved to water ski. He looked as awkward in his high school prom photos as I did in my own. He liked to play Monopoly with his nephews and nieces. He had been a professional welder, though he had delivered pizza in high school. He had a mother and a father and siblings and friends who loved him. Homelessness did not define his life. In fact, homelessness wasn’t even a footnote at his funeral (my presence was the only thing to give it away).

Myth 9: Homeless People Like Libraries Because Libraries Are Warm and Dry

Yes, homeless people do like the fact that libraries are warm and dry. There are also a lot of other reasons why homeless people enjoy being in libraries so much. Basically, if you were to make a list of all the negative aspects of homelessness, a library is the antithesis of most of them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Homelessness</th>
<th>Libraries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crowded—Homeless shelters are inherently crowded places where people are forced to sit and sleep right next to each other.</td>
<td>Spacious—Even a very busy library has ample space for everyone to carve out a little space of his or her own.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loud—Homeless shelters are loud.</td>
<td>Quiet—Even the children’s section on a Saturday is quieter than a homeless shelter on its quietest day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaotic—Homeless shelters have a lot of people, and many are struggling with substance abuse and mental illness. This makes for a pretty crazy environment.</td>
<td>Calm—Again, even on its craziest day, the library is going to be far calmer than a shelter on its best day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boring—Homelessness is very boring, without a lot of stimulation. Imagine sitting around for hours every day with nothing to do…</td>
<td>Stimulating—Libraries have a nearly infinite supply of free entertainment (books, magazines, computers, etc.).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

continued on next page
The public library may, in fact, be the last truly democratic institution. Homeless individuals know—and appreciate—that.

**Myth 10: Homeless People Are Nothing like You and Me**

I once took an ignorant politician through our shelter at 10:00 p.m. It was a really crowded night and we had forty or fifty people sleeping in our dining room. His eyes were huge, never having really seen poverty up close. After we left the shelter, he was flabbergasted by what he had seen. He just kept saying, “Those people don’t look homeless!”

I think he partially subscribed to **Myth 5: Most Homeless People Are Old Men with Long Beards**, but that wasn’t all. He also had come to believe that homeless people are almost a different race of human beings. I think he would have been less surprised to find someone with two heads or purple horns.

I don’t think ignorant politicians are the only ones who fall into this trap. It is easy to think of homeless individuals as “wholly other” than us. This is one of the reasons why I am a huge advocate of getting children to volunteer in homeless shelters as young as possible. Adults have preconceived notions and stereotypes firmly cemented in their brains. When kids start volunteering young enough—while they still just see “people” instead of “homeless people”—they often never develop the stereotypes.

Try this: next time you see some ragged soul with a cardboard sign panhandling on the side of the road, remember:

- He has (or had) parents that loved him, just like you.
- He played with toys when he was a child, just like you.
• He has had crushes on people and (hopefully) been in love, just like you.
• He has pains and hopes and dreams and disappointments, just like you.
• If you prick him with a pin, he will bleed. If you tickle him, he will laugh. If you poison him, he will die. Just like you (and William Shakespeare).

Thinking that homeless people are totally different than you is wrong and dangerous.

**Bonus Myth: Homeless People Are Just Like You and Me**

Thinking that homeless people are exactly like you is also wrong and dangerous. A homeless person’s life and experience are very different from yours.

Have you ever

• Been evicted or foreclosed on?
• Eaten out of a dumpster?
• Gone longer than forty-eight hours without eating?
• Been forced to panhandle to survive?
• Slept outside in the winter without a tent or sleeping bag?
• Been mugged?
• Been arrested?
• Been sexually assaulted?
• Gone more than a week without access to a shower?
• Had to go to the bathroom (no. 2) outside in a city?
• Worn the same clothes for more than two weeks straight?
• Grown up poor?
• Been ticketed for jaywalking?
• Had something thrown at you out of a moving car?
• Slept in a bed with bedbugs?
• Lost all hope?

Many of you will be able to answer “yes” to some of these (I have experienced three of them). Unless you have been homeless, though, you probably have not experienced most of these things.

Someone with these very different experiences looks at the world differently than you do.

It is helpful to understand and appreciate the very real ways that a homeless person is different from you. In fact, understanding those differences is at the root of empathy.
**Q & A**

**Question:** How is rural homelessness different from urban or suburban homelessness?

**Answer:** Rural homelessness is much more complicated than urban or suburban homelessness for two reasons:

1. There are far fewer services. Cities tend to have far more nonprofit organizations than the country.
2. There are fewer forms of public transportation. Someone without a car is at a significant disadvantage.

In a rural area, the public library may be one of the few public institutions available for homeless individuals. It is especially important for your library to network with any other organizations (private or governmental) that do exist in your community.

**Conclusion**

There is a lot of misunderstanding around homelessness. So, next time you hear someone spouting off one of these myths about homelessness that have just been debunked, you can correct them.

**Notes**


9. One of our residents was once in a coma for a week. When he woke up, he told me: “Ryan, when I was in a coma I thought I was a pilot for American Airlines. It was so real. I had a great job and a family and a home. People respected me. And then I woke up, and I was just a drunk.”
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